A lack of weight men and pole vaulters forced Iowa to accept defeat at the hands of Drake University on Iowa field afternoon. When the final relay was finished Iowa had 61 points and Drake 75.

The relay races were easily the feature of the meet. The awesomly annoying Haskell making phenomenal finishes for Iowa in the face of the wind, and beating out their opponents in the last relay by the narrowest of margins. Kent without previous training entered the high jump and tied with Wilder and Drake, for second place, and third to the surprise of Iowa supporters.

Strong wind kept down the action in the sprints, runs and hurdles, but the Iowa sprinters and distance men did the expected and took the majority of the awards. Hawkeyes pull hard on the track on brown and the jump and tied with Wilder and Drake, for second place, third to the surprise of Iowa supporters.}

**Drake Wins Dual Meet**

**OLD GOLD LOSES BY NARROW MARGIN.**

**Spectacular Relay Races were Features of Meet—Kent Does Well in High Jump—Drake 75, I. U. 61.**

A lack of weight men and pole vaulters forced Iowa to accept defeat at the hands of Drake University on Iowa field afternoon. When the final relay was finished, Iowa had 61 points and Drake 75.

The relay races were easily the feature of the meet. The lazy Haskell making phenomenal finishes for Iowa in the face of the wind, and beating out their opponents in the last relay by the narrowest of margins. Kent without previous training entered the high jump and tied with Wilder and Drake, for second place, third to the surprise of Iowa supporters.

Strong wind kept down the action in the sprints, runs and hurdles, but the Iowa sprinters and distance men did the expected and took the majority of the awards. Hawkeyes pull hard on the track on brown and the jump and tied with Wilder and Drake, for second place, third to the surprise of Iowa supporters.**
Are you Interested
in something Good to Eat?
Strawberries
GRANDRATH, PARROTT & SIMPSON
Both Phones

Give Us a Call
We carry
Text Books
and
SUPPLIES FOR ALL COLLEGES
At Lowest Prices

COLLEGE PINS AND PENDANTS
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS
At
University Bookstore
Corner

Canvassers can Make Big Money
You've heard of the regular canvasser
trouser-selling representative who
makes a regular store.
You've heard of the representative
from the fancy cloth company.
You've heard of the representative
from the shoe store.
You've heard of the representative
from the watch and jewelry store.

You've heard the whole story.
You've read it in the newspapers.
You've heard the story and the
success of the canvasser.
You've heard the success of the
canvasser.
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COLLEGE BRAND CLOTHES are smart enough to make their wearers look smart enough for the degree of B.S.-Bachelor of Style—won in every college of the land, but made so well that they're seldom worn out. Extreme in style—not price.

Class Teams

"Vanity Players are usually located near the ends of the Class Tour. If you have "Vanity ambitions, get acquainted with Vanity tops. If you are nursing for a Catcher's position buy a Reach CATCHERS' MITT.

PHI BETA KAPPA BANQUET.

Twenty new Members Initiated
Last Night Into the Mysteries of the Honor Society.

Miss Belle Harper of Burlington is inviting her sister, Miss Edna, at the Tri Delt House.

Do you play ball? In the street? Then take notice of the fact that the same has been hidden by the city authorities, and go inside the yard.

New York Shoe Repairing Company.

First-class Work. Half Soles 50c. Ladies and Boys 45c.
Done in 15 days. Barlow Waxed Oak Leather. All Work Guaranteed.

DON'T MISS THE PHILAE PAVEG LEAGUE
A. MARKS, Prop.

TENNIS VICTORY FOR IOWA.

Hawkeye Quartet Defeat Cornell, Winning Five Out of Six Matches.

Iowa's tennis team easily defeated Cornell yesterday on the University courts, winning five out of six matches played. A gale of wind swept the courts, making fast tennis impossible, and handicapping the players throughout the afternoon.

The play started promptly at 1:30 with Captain Oliver playing Hilker, the best of the Cornell four. Oliver led during the first part of the match, and though losing the second set made the match sure and won easily in the third and deciding set. Sieg had no trouble in disposing of Rorem, and Darland beat Esquie, but Harwood lost to Bower in three deuce sets, all of which were closely contested and settled only by steady play at critical points.

In the doubles, Iowa's two teams proved superior to Cornell, and trimmed the men from Mr. Vernon with little effort.

The scores were as follows:

Singles

Oliver, (Iowa) defeated Hilker, (Cornell), 6-2, 5-4, 3-6.
Sieg, Iowa, defeated Rorem, (Cornell), 6-0, 7-5, 6-1.
Darland, (Iowa), defeated Esquie, (Cornell), 6-3, 6-3.
Bowerwicn, (Iowa), defeated Harwood, (Cornell), 6-4, 6-3, 6-1.

Doubles

Oliver and Sieg. (Iowa), defeated Hilker and Rorem, (Cornell), 6-4, 6-2, 3-6.
Harwood and Darland, (Iowa), defeated Bowerwicn and Esquie, (Cornell), 6-4, 6-0.

Last evening the girls who are taking gymnastics work enjoyed a pleasant informal initiation party at the University stores, from 7 to 11. Miss Kasteman and Mrs. Emam us were in charge of the affair, and the guests of honor were Mrs. MacLean, Mrs. Vollman, Misses A. L. Clay, Mrs. Caslin, and Mrs. Weeks.

Mrs. LeDuc will entertain the senior members of the Tri Delt at dinner tomorrow evening.

Miss Belle Harper of Burlington is inviting her sister, Miss Edna, at the Tri Delt House.